
 

David Glickman Keynote Description for Event Brochures 

(Varying Lengths) 
 

 

200 Words  

WHAT’S SO FUNNY ABOUT (YOUR Business or Industry)? 

Embracing Work-Laugh Balance—The Key to Less Stress & More Success 

Look around the average workplace.  Go ahead, we’ll wait.  You’ll see most employees dealing 
with the stress of constant change, increased expectations, and having to do more with less.   

Well, the bad news is that those stressors are probably not going away any time soon.  But the 
good news—the awesome news—is that there’s another way to approach them.  Another way 
that successfully removes the stress that accompanies these challenges—and transforms them 
into coping strategies that will have you laughing instead of loathing. 

That’s where What’s So Funny About (YOUR Business or Industry)? comes in.  In this 
entertaining keynote, Hall of Fame Speaker David Glickman will show you how by simply 
changing your perspective you will experience a profound way of handling whatever 
challenges life sends your way. 

And you’re in for a real treat, because What’s So Funny About (YOUR Business or Industry)? is 
not so much a traditional keynote presentation as it is a full-blown, high-energy one-man 
show. It’s got observational humor, funny visuals and props, hilarious song parodies, and a big 
“rock and roll” finish!   

Discover how to achieve “Work-Laugh Balance” simply by implementing these easy “jest 
practices.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

150 Words 

WHAT’S SO FUNNY ABOUT (YOUR Business or Industry)? 

Embracing Work-Laugh Balance—The Key to Less Stress & More Success 

Look around the average workplace.  Go ahead, we’ll wait.  You’ll see most employees dealing 
with the stress of constant change, increased expectations, and having to do more with less.   

Well, the good news is that there’s a successful strategy to approach these challenges.  That’s 
where What’s So Funny About (YOUR Business or Industry)? comes in.  In this entertaining 
keynote, Hall of Fame Speaker David Glickman will show you how by simply changing your 
perspective you will experience a profound way of handling whatever challenges life sends 
your way. 

And you’re in for a treat, because What’s So Funny About (YOUR Business or Industry)? isn’t so 
much a traditional keynote presentation as it is a full-blown, high-energy one-man show. It’s 
got observational humor, funny visuals and props, hilarious song parodies, and a big “rock and 
roll” finish!   

Discover how to achieve “Work-Laugh Balance” simply by implementing these easy “jest 
practices.” 

 

100 Words 

WHAT’S SO FUNNY ABOUT (YOUR Business or Industry)? 

Embracing Work-Laugh Balance—The Key to Less Stress & More Success 

Just look around the average workplace and you’ll see most employees dealing with lots of 
stress.  

Well, the good news is that there’s a successful strategy to approach these challenges.  That’s 
where What’s So Funny About (YOUR Business or Industry)? comes in.  Hall of Fame Speaker 
David Glickman will show you how by simply changing your perspective you’ll experience a 
profound way of handling these frustrations. 

And this program isn’t so much a traditional speech as it is a full-blown, high-energy one-man 
show. It’s got observational humor, funny visuals, hilarious song parodies, and a big “rock and 
roll” finish!   



 

 

 

 

50 Words 

WHAT’S SO FUNNY ABOUT (YOUR Business or Industry)? 

Embracing Work-Laugh Balance—The Key to Less Stress & More Success 

Is your job stressful?  In this entertaining keynote, Hall of Fame Speaker David Glickman will 
share helpful strategies of how to approach your workplace challenges. More than just a 
speech, it’s a high-energy one-man show with funny visuals, song parodies, and a big “rock and 
roll” finish!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


